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Little Susie's Christmas
A True Story of Pioneer Days in Oklahoma

By Nancy

T

HE SUN had risen in all its splendor

dear "children, the gift of God. Her
that morning. Its brightness cov- sister with her husband and babe had
ered the broad prairie as far as come to spend the holidays with
the eye could see. Mother had cleared them. These two sisters loved to
away the breakfast dishes after father talk of the goodness of God, His past
had started for his work and the bles~ings and their future hopes, but
children were rrady for school. She in those happy moments there is a
bad many duties--little garments to pause. little Susie comes toddling to
make, stockings to darn, helping
with lessons and the many innumerable things only a wife and mot 1 ,er
know.
It was nearing Christmas and she ·
By the
was wondering how she could make
ends meet and have a big Christmas
New England has just seen the
dinner. She had a large family, seven most gorgeous autumnal coloring in
boys and one little girl. While the years. From the Green Mountains of
prairie wind was blowing in its Vermont down through the Berkrhythmical way, this busy mother's shires. and from Maine's Canadian
thoughts were carried back to girl- border lakes down through Cape Cod
hood days when she lived in the to the southern boundary of ConnectiEast and she and her husband had cut the foliage display has been such
come West shortly after their mar- as to defy the skill of artists to carcb
riage where all was so new to rhem. and imprison it. Talcs of the
They had worked hard at first. tend- riotous beauty of woods and meading a prairie farm, and feeding stock ows have brought great crowds of
while living in a sod house. Now motoring visitors into the region.
they were living in a small village. These saw, too, the corn in the shock.
Had not the Lord blessed them with the red apples and red squash and
these beautiful. healthy children? Lit- golden pumpkins-all the indescribtle Susie wa~ four years old and the able color manifestations of late crops.
light and joy of that home. As she People from the New England hills
was the only girl her father adored could not be less than striking characher. They all loved her prattle and ters. Their geography and their clichildish laughter. Mother had taught mate have helped shape them since
her little ones about the loving Sav- the days of Plymouth Rock.
iour, how He loved little children
Beautiful as heaven has been picand was preparing a place called tured yet the Lord bath made the
Heaven for all who would love and good earth a beautiful place for those
obiy Him.
who love beauty. When the frost
Now as Christmas was near her first touched New England, dipping
very heart grew fonder for all these its paint brush in Lbe radiant sunset

her mother who bas a little babe on
her lap. She sees distress on the usual1y bright face of Susie.
"Ob Mamma ! I hurt," she cries.
Mother lays the baby down, taking
her dear little girl in her arms. The
doctor is called.
(Continued on page 13)

New En2land Autumn
Editor
beyond the sea and mountains, it
touched the hills and valleys with
rosiest tints of splendor. The whole
land was covered with the most gorgeous colors, contrasted amidst the
background of cedars, stately pines
and murmuring hemlocks in their
verdure of green. which the hoary
frost and even the glistening snow
may cover but cannot change. 'Tis
the music sweet of a voice divine that
whispers peace to each pensive pine.
Beyond the rock-bound coast the
waves are dancing over the deep blue
sea, and we may listen to the whispers
under the pines, or the sound of the
sighing sea, with its distant murmur
and shining sands.
Though your journey may seem
long and the way be weary, make it
shorter with a song, days will seem
Jess dreary. Our lives require thesunlight's glow. They cannot thrive
in gloom. The sunny smiles make
life brighter, for the world is gay
wbere there is Jo,re. There is no time
in life for vain regret.
(Continued on page 13)
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CoRUM, MANAGE.I\

_Each is~ue of "W~rd and W or('°' is prepared
to setlmg forth the Full Gospel
message: Salvation through faith in the atoning
Bl~d d the _S?n of God, Healing by His
•lop~, Holy Ll\•mg tbrougl, His indwelling, tbe
Baptism of We Holy Ghost as originally received
on the day of Pentecost, and the Second Comillll
of our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ. lt also
presents current matters laking place in 1he world
and how tbey lit in God's divine program.
We deeply appreciate your co-operation and
~istance in &etling new aubscrikrs and pultin~
.. W or,J and Worf' GIi its soul-.,.ving muiistry.
For we are laborer~ fogetlrnr n,ilb Cod"([ Cor.
with a vtew

3:9).

LEGAL FORM OF BEQUEST
For lhe informatio,n of any wbe may wish
lo make provisions in their wills for BETHEL
HO~!E FOR TH£. ACE:D, ar, incorporated Home,
whett, under God, we care for relired Ministen
Mi,,,iortantt and Christian Worker~. we giv~
lhc following legal form of b<><1uest:

".! hettby gi,e, devi$e, and b:guealh unto
fQR 'HiE AGU>. of 7 Aubvrn
Stteet, Framingham, Massachusetts, a c.harilable
and reljgious corporation, organized and existing under the laws of the Commonwealth of
Ma..sachuoetls, the sum 0f . . . . . . . . . . doHara
to I,., paid oul of aay real f>.Y personal estate
owned by me at m:v decea~."
atTH£1. HOME

L'>EFORE HAVI G Youn PRINTING
DONE. LET US GI E YOU AN ESTIMA"rE ON COST.
TRACTS: Sample package 35c; 50,- lh., ,.,
3 lbs., for $1.00. Oui lmv pri<,c-,, rvl <t <>i"e
tracts are bringing orders from lo.rge tract us~1 s.

NOTES AND COMMENTS
CJJy The Editor
Gypsy Smith's Boston Campaign
Our Federal Payroll
One of the most effective Boston
revival campaigns in years was conducted during November. Many of
the churches worked together in a
united campaign.
Tremont Temple was used during
the week and the Arena on Sundays.
<::;rowds filled the buildings to capa,
city. Carlton Guth of Providence
Bible Institute led in the Song Services. Mr. Emery, a Boston wool
merchant, was chairman and handled
the business end of the campaign.
Gypsy Smith is now over seventyfive years of age, but his strong voice
and vigorous body did not show signs
of old age. He tel1s the Gospel story
in simple language and tells many
touching stories and incidents in his
long life of Christian activity. This
was the sixth revival he bad held in
Boston. The first one he held here
was forty-two years ago.
It gives a thrill of joy to religion
to hear his life story; "From Gypsy
Tent to Pulpit."

Babson on Revival in Religion
At one of the Gypsy Smith Sunday afternoon services in the Boston
Arena, Roger Babson. the famous
business . statistician of Wellesley,
dropp d m to pay his respects to Gypsy Smith, and was asked to say a few
words.
He tated that in the history of
America there had been about twenty
financial depressions. and about six
unemployment depressions. He said
the financial depressions had not
brought on religious revivals so much
as had tbc t1nemployrnent depressions..
He said, in the history of America,
no unemployment depression had evu
ended until after there had been a
sweeping religious revival. We are
now going through a great unemployment depression. He believed the
financial depress-ion was about over
and soon stocks and bonds and even
real estate wonld increase i.n price
and especially if we had inflation of
money. But acrnrding to bis.to-ry
the:e would be no end to the unemployment depression unless a religious
revival swept the country. This has
been our worst unemµloyment deprission and therefore we should soon
sec our greatest religious revival. But
if the religious revival does not come.
if people wilt not turn from their
(ally and seek the living God, then
he feared for the future of America.

The American citizen and taxpayer today is footing the bill for one of
the largest payrolls in history.
In June 1933, there were approximately 565,000 job-holders on the
Federal payroll - exclusive of the
Army and Navy,
By June 1934, the total had been
boosted to more than 66 l.000.
By September of this year it had
reached a peak of 794,000 - all paid
out of taxes.
There are at least ten states in the
Union that can't count as many
beads in their entire population. And
they are costing the taxpayers more
than $100,000,000 a month.
But these figures tell only half the
story. Add to the list of Federal job
holders the various public employes
of states, cities and smaller political
divisions, and your total will run into millions-also paid out of taxes,
direct and indirect, clipped from the
average citizen's earnings or savings.
And remember, these totals include
only the regular job-holders. They
don't include the numerous relief beneficiaries.
That's one reason economists have
computed more than 20 per cent of
our national income goes into taxesn~.. ional. state and local.
That's
what statisticians have in mind when
they tell us that the citizen who
hasn't got a political job labors one
day oat of five to help support tbose
who have.
Secretary of Agriculture
WHAT Jo&EPII

or

EGYPT DID:

And he gathered np all tbe food of
the seven (good) years which were in
the land of Egypt an<l bid up the
food in tbe cities; tbe food of the
field, which was round about every
city laid he up the same.
And Jose-ph gathered corn as the
sand of the sea, very much antil he
left numbering: for it was without
number.
And the seven years of plenteousness, that was in the land of Eg-ypt.
wer ended.
And the seven years of dearth began to come and the dearth wa
in all lands; but in all the land of
Egypt there was bread.
And all countries came into Egypt
to Joseph for to buy corn.
WHAT

w ALLACE or low

DlD:

And he gathered up all the surplus
wheat, corn, cotton, and hogs of the
(Continued on f>"ge 13)
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GRACE

~ L i c e R6YNOLDS FLO:W.6R
30 I Spruce Street, Lititz, Pennsylva.nia

Could there be a more appropriate message for
our Christmas heart talk than GRACE-and fulness
of grace. at that? Three verses from Paul, the
Apostle of grace, are stirring within me as they
reveal a threefold measure of chis fulness of grace in
its effectual working.

Toward Us
First, it is reaching TOWARD us. " For ye know
lhe grace of our Lord Jesus Christ, that, though
He was rich, yet for your sakes He became poor,
that ye through His poverty might be rich" (II
Cor. 8 :9). Thus is God's grace toward us declared
-uni imited, unmeasured grace! Hallelu jab! So
ample is the provision that all who will may come.
What an invitation to humanity in all its widely
divergent extremes! Bells of grace ring out to high
and low, rich and poor, bond and tree, wise and
unlearned, black and white!
We see the cross, and ONE upon it whom we
love. Here is made concrete the truth and reality of
His grace; since from that hallowed spot rises the
fountain of grace, flowing in ever widening streams
to cover all time and space. Marvelous grace of
God reaching to all, yes-and to me.

"Wonderful grace of Jesus, reaching to all the lost,
By it I have been pardoned, saved to the uttermost;
Chains have been tom asunder, giving me liberty;
For the wonderful grace of Jesus reaches me."

Within Us
Let us stand at the foot of the cross once more,
and in the soft Christmas starlight weep our heart's
overflowing gratitude as we remember the love and
sacrifice that opened for us God's fu!ness of grace.
But tbi flowing grace ts reaching its objective
WITHIN US.

Through an open. yielded heart it comes,
penetrating into every crevice of the life abandoned
to its working. Grace within us! Is this a reality
to you, dear child of God-the bounteous provision of Calvary appropriated and made manifest in the every-day life? This is more than pardon, broken chains of the past, deliverance from
defilement and hame-all of which is but tbe
negative side of old debts squared.
But here we have the positive side of being set
up in business for God with enough working capital to meet all emergencies. Again it is Paul who
states, "Much more they which receive abundance
of grace and of the gift of righteousness shall reign
in life by one, Je us Chri t .'' Is this not the secret
of the overcoming life we all want to know? Undoubtedly. "And grace for grace," or as I sometimes expre sit, "Grace on top of grace," until our
lives know tbc working within us of the same
motives that prompted our blessed Lord.

Grace " To 1eign in life!" Ah, this is the vital
test of our profession, the real essence of our testimony,-to be a king in our home, our neighborhood. our place of employment, our church or
assembly. We are not made a king by outward
praise or deference: BUT-king because we are
reigning over life's surrounding circumstances,
within and without. This is victory.
Jesus was the master of every situation-in the
synagogue, among the self-righteous Pharisees, by
the roadside, on the mount of temptation, in the
garden of betrayal, :finally on the cross itself. Wonderful Jesus! Since we who receive abundance of
grace reign by Him, what limit need there be to
our triumph over every condition. The victory of
the inner life is made manifest without.
Utterly abandoned to our precious Lord, the
desire to please Him becomes our very life. The
flowing of His grace within sweeps out the barriers,
the desires and cravings of self. His grace fills our
hearts, and like the lubrication of a fine bit of
machinery, we find ourselves running smoothly,
efficiently, in the daily performance of His will
whatever that may be. What a multitude of
precious believers in and out of our ranks need to
know His grace thus lubricating their lives! What
a vast difference there would be in multitudes of
homes and churches if only the grace revealed
toward us in Christ could be more manifestly revealed within us daily.

Through Us
This is merely the outcome of grace within
us. And once more it is Paul who says. "God i
able to make all grace abound toward you; that
ye. alway having aff ufficiency in all things, may
abound to every qood work." Is our S('rvice
"abounding service··? Truly effectual service always
emanates from hearts abounding with His grace.
Think of all the religious effort that have
missed the mark despite loads of mispla cl .energy
on the part of zealou Christians. Just improper
lubrication-that is all1 Too littl grace in the
life behind the labor, perhaps none! What is a
testimony, a ong, a prayer, a sermon, a task without the surging of God's power behind it? Contact with Christ brings the first revelation of
grace; and only unhindered contact wilt keep its
flowing continuous. To all of us tbis Christmastide may there come a deeper appreciation of this
fulne s of grace, as well as a fuller appropriation
of its sufficiency for the tremendous pressure of
th e last days.
The faster flows this wondrous stream
The fresher doth its current run,
Pourinq through 1hee.
Exhau I {eS$. freeUnmeasured grace of God's dear Son.
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The Fruitless Fi2 Tree
By Albert Weaver, Rockrimmon, Springfield, Massachusetts
The lesson of the fig tree which
Jesus cursed on His way from B:tbany
to Jerusalem was the climax. He and
His disciples were going to the cicv
early in the morning and probably
they all were hungry. Seeing this fig
tree by the wayside. co\ercd wit h
leaves but fruitless, He cursed it.
This gave Him a wonderful oppo rtunity to teach Hi disciples and f uturc generations a spiritual lesson . It
was illustrative of the true condition
of His chosen people. the Jews, at that
time. With the fig tree, unlike other
trees the fruit appears first, then the
leaves, but with this it was the reverse. Nature's law had evidently been
·r
k
interferred with. Leaves typ1 Y wor s,
and in this incident it was quite applicable for the Jewish people as He
found them, for they had nothing to
p resent to Him but works. To all
appearances their religious li f e was
beautiful, but like the fig tree, it was
full of works and void of the fruit of
b
a Godly life. T his h as a1ways een
objectionable in the sight of God.
He came to His own people whom
He was meeting daily and from whom
·
f h S ' ·
He expected t h e f rutt o t e pmt,
love, joy, peace, long-suffering. etc..
and found none, but instead a murderous and resentful spirit, which
caused them to seek His life constantly. The Jewish people were the tree.
They were raised up for the purpose
of showing forth a Godly life and to
do the work committed unto t h em.
Jesus was hungry for the fruit that
should have emanated from their lives.
Works, pomp and show could not
satisfy that hunger. This is one of
the irrevocable laws of God, therefore, His curse was pronounced upon
the whole Jewish regime o f that d ay
and it continued to be unfruitful and
finally ceased to exist. This condemnation was not only applicable to
this people of Christ's time who
prided themselves on keeping the law,
but can be applied to all dispensations, to all church rife, and to all
stages of Christian experience.
A tree that is not productive or
serviceable is a camberer of the ground
and is occupying space that ought to
be given to something else. In one
sense every human being and every
church and institution is a tree capable of production, either of good or
evil. and from which consciously or
unconsciously an influence is constantly radiating. In God's economy they

have two functions, to be serviceable
and productive. The two are inseparable and where not found, His
blighting and destroying hand sometime falls upon it. This is no doubt
why good prnple are often rendered
unserviceable or taken away, and
why churches and Christian institutions stand with "Ichabod" written
over their doors. The chief lesson in

;--

1.S<G"~~~.{?---~Q,,,,(Cr'<~"<s

OUR WORDS

B)J William Burton McCafferty
3 pea~eth li~e the piercing of a
,wo,J; but th • tongue of th e nti,e ,·,
th
heal " (Pro. IZ: IS).

·There i, that

Wards ride the wind, like thi•tle down,
Acro,s the flowered plain,
And lodge in human hearts, to give
Their bleasing or their pain;
And swifter th an the swallow', wing,
That cleaves th e evening air,
They bring their songs of gladness, or
Their dirae• of despair.
A nd like th e bi rd freed from th e ca;e,
They're gone forever more;
Nor can we call them bad, aaain,
To lccep them as before.
If we would use them wisely here,
We'd never let them go,
Until we ltnew their mission wa1
For weal and not for woe.
Our words are like th e du,tm, rich
In sweetness, fm to all;
Or, like the pools of Marah,
As bitter as the gall.
To men we may the bitter deal,
Or serve them with the sweet,
We may th e fallea here de stroy,
Or raise them to their feet.
We may th e wou nded st ranaer pass
Wi th cutting wo rd or sneer.
OT speak the kindly greeting that
Will fill his soul with cheer.
'Tis left with us to choose the word,
Our tongues and lips shall
Unto our fellow-travelers on
Life's weary, toilsome way.

••Y

~:,.,dr~~'

the incident is fruit bearing which is
the product of a Spirit filled life and
is always expected from a follower of
Jesus Christ, even by the world. It
was also expected from the Jews who
looked forward to the coming of their
Messiah. On a healthy fruit bearing
tree. fruit and leaves arc always to be
expected. Likewise in the life of a
Christian, fruit and service go together. On the bottom of the outer
garment worn by the Priest of the
Temple and Tabernacle, whose dury
it was to go into the Holy Place and
minister, was a pomegranate then a
bell, expressing the same truth, fruit
and service. As Jesus did not .find this

fulfilled in His people He condemned
them and showed His displeasure
with their lives which had nothing
to present to Him but works and outward display, although attractive to
the natural man and gratifying to the
flesh.
This is a hard lesson to learn and
was not only applicable to the Jews
of Christ's time. but to the Christians
of our day. Has not Christ come to
many a Christian and church of today, and found the same condition as
He found among His chosen people,
nothing but leaves? Christ's verdict
is therefore, as found in Revelation
3: 16, to the Laodicean church, "Because thou art luke warm and neither
cold nor hot, I will spue thee out of
my mouth." He now stands outside
the door of this same church, Revelation 3; 20, which is rich and increased
in goods, lacking nothing, and govrrned by Ecclesiasticism and every 0ther Ism conceivable, and He says to the
individual, not to the Church, ''If any
man hear My voice, I will come in
to Him and sup with Him and he
with Me." How sad, and yet is it
not so in our day? The Jews rejected Jesus because He claimed deity
and announced Himself God manifested in the flesh. Now as the Holy
Spirit
has
come,
a different
manifestation of God, is not the
Church of today, and the individual
Christian, committing the same sin
if they do not give Hirn His proper
place? Where this is found they have
a form of Godliness but deny the
power thereof. Again, is it not possible for those who are saved, sanctified and baptized in the Spirit to be
found fruitless or partially so, and
when the Lord comes their way, bungry for the fruits of the Spirit, as
found in Gal. 5 :22, is He not disappointed? Do not even spiritually
advanced Christians dwell sometimes
on outward display, manifestations,
and experiences, more than on the
fruits of the Spirit? This too can be
done for the purpose of drawing attention to themselves, which always
detracts from Christ. There is great
need at present for His children to be
watchful in this, when the fruits of
the Spirit are so necessary for the
unifying and upbuilding of the Body
of Christ. One can be fluent of speech
because of natural talent or intellectual training, and draw crowds. He
(Continued on page 10)
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Coun sellors

5
By Donald Gee
of London, England

"He that heackeneth unto counsel is wise" (Prov. 12: 15); (yet) Jonathrn '·told not his father:''
(I Sam. 14: 1) ; ( and) "I confer:r:ed not with flesh and blood'' ( Gal. 1 : 16) .
Th0 Special Province of Counsel future of an individual in a responThe thrilling story of Jonathan's
Decisions that are going to affect sibl.: position, such as the bead of a courageous and brilliantly successful
the interests of a considerable number family, the pastor of an assembly, or ;).ttack upon the Philistines, with
should only be made after much a leader upon whom many depend. cnly his armour-bearer for a comcounsel. ''By wise counsel," for in- In such cases guidance before makini panion, con rains the deeply signifistance, "thou shalt make thy war:," vital decisions should be sought as cant sentence concerning his planbecause this involves something that far as possible through the MULTI- " he told not his father." In this case
touches the destiny of a whole nation. TUDE of counsellors-not even from events proved that Jonathan was perConsistently with this we find that one friend, but many. It is little fectly right in thus ignoring the one
the great decisions of the Early short of criminal to neglect safety who should normally have been his
Church were made by Councils; and where the welfare of others is con- chief counsellor, for a disobedient
the Holy Spirit has set His seal upon cerned. No man or woman in whom leader and a trembling host were
this method as His chosen channel a great and sacred trust is reposed hardly likely to yield coun el of any
for guiding the Church in her corp- should ever make hasty decisions value to a man full of faith and deorate decisions and activities. (Acts merely on their own initiative, if it sire to attempt great things for God.
15:28). It is a dangerous mistake is .1t all possible to seek guidance They might have only infected this
for Christian leaders to turn person- through counsellors.
noble pair with their own defeatism.
al revelations, given for their own
In all the final purposes of life it
In our own spiritual advances
personal inspiration, into an assumed is .:i.ssumed that all of us are aiming there come times when we completely
method by which, as dictators, they at something that will become "estab- cripple ourselves by taking advice
seek to direct and control the Church. lished," if not in time then at least from the wrong party. When I was
Collective action is guided by collec- in eternity. Who wants to build up- a young man, and much exercised
tive revelation of the will of God on the sand? But the man who de- about baptism, I went to a Congre( Acts 13 : 2) safeguarded by others in lights in following whimsical fancies gational minister for advice. Needless
counsel (I Cor. 14: 2 9) . Church gov- of J1is own seldom accompli hes much to say, I received little inspiration
ernment is always ultimately by pres- of permanent value. "Without coun- from that quarter to advance on the
byteries, though other methods may sel pur:po. es are disappointed, but in line of immersion. A relative of mine
find a temporary place in the will of the multitude of counsellors thet/ are who had become really concerned and
God.
established." Thus runs the inspired hungry about the Baptism in th~
Youth and inexperience should al- Word.
Holy Spirit sought counsel from a
ways seek wise counsellors. Reho.,
Therefore to those who seek sta- Methodist minister: her advance on
boam plunged himself and his king- bility and durability of results as a the Pentecostal line was likewise efdom into irreparable damage because reward for their sacrifices and labors. fectually discouraged!
We have
he refused to listen to tpe ripe old the value of guidance through wise known workers in the Gospel who
counsellors of his father (I Kings 12) . counsellors is beyond question. The have felt the urge to trust God for
For this reason young "Timothys" method of conference does not always necessary finance, but have failed to
are always best to commence their appeal to tbose hasty pirits who are step out because they mistakenly took
ministry yoked up with some "Paul," anxious to "get something done,"' counsel with those who avowedly had
and in any case to have the benefits and they prefer the flashy superficial no faith in that direction whatsoever.
of counsel made readily available.
re ult of an individualism that is too We remember a tragic case of a chil d
In every more important depart- impatient to listen to counsellors, or of God who died under an operation
ment of personal life; business, mar- even desire them. But time reveals because she yielded to the counsel of
riage, and the like, the young should the fallacy. Oak trees take longer relatives who had absolutely no faith
always seek wise counsel; and it to mature than mushrooms but in Divine healing, even though she
should be the aim of older folk to they last longer.
herself had begun to trust the Lord
promote that confidence and sympain the matter, and had been anointed
Its Limitations and Dangers
thy that makes this easy and normal.
Counsellors for guidance need to with oil. In all these cases the counOnly VERY foolish people do not be very carefully chosen.
both for sellors were mistakenly chosen.
feel their need of counsel in some form qualities of character
Some helpful rules to guide us in
and for compeor other.
tency to advise in the matter under the selection of the right counsellors
The Measure of its Benefits
consideration. Rehoboam made his to go to for advice are as follows:
The particular benefits of guidance great mistake, NOT because he rejected
(a) They should. especially in purely
through counsell ors also appear to be tbe procedure of counsel, but because spiritual matters, be Christians whom
two-fold - SAFETY (Prov. 11: 14)
he allowed himself to be guided by we know to be full of the Holy
and STABILITY (Prov. 15:22).
foolish and evil counsellors.
The Ghost and wisdom, walking in the
There are times when safety is of significance here is not connected with light, and not back liddcn in any
supreme importance: as when a de- those evil counsellors who may tempt way; (b) They should under any
cision involves the happiness and se- us all at times; but with the deliberate circum ranees be people of unimpeachcurity of a large number of people, choice of wrong counsello rs. This is able integrity of character: (c) They
or when it may affect the whole ou r danger.
should be well qualified to give advice

6
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upon the particular matter in hand:
( d) They should be free from personal prejudices likely to affect their
counsel.

Personal Vision
Cases like Jonathan's: and statements like Paul's where he says "Im-

mediately I conferred not with flesh
and blood," challenge us to examine
very carefully the conditions under
which we may be justified in recognizing that guidance through counsellors can be subject to such limitations that it is sometimes highest
wisdom to temporarily dispense with
it altogether.
The question needs dealing with
very cautiously. We are handling
those tremendously powerful formative impulses that occasionally lead
to spiritual advances; but we are also
dealing with a point where many
have made shipwreck of their lifework, if not their very souls, and
have dragged others with tbem.
The salient feature to take notice
of is that such decisions, based upon
some personal revelation to the individual. and made without taking
counsel with others have to do in
the first place purely with the individual. and the individual alone. Jon-

athan risked nobody's life but his
own and his armour-bearer's when
he decided to attack the Philistine
stronghold: Paul was still in the initial and formative period of his
Christian life and ministry when he
decided to go off into Arabia all
alone. and no others were immediately affected by his decision either way.
Later on, when the personal revelation given to Paul was to find
corporate expression and endorsement
by the whole Church, we find that it
is confirmed by the voice of the Holy
Spirit TO THE CHURCH ( Acts I 3: 2) ;
and tbereaf ter we find Paul foremost
in his appreciation of counsellors in
all that affected his public ministry
( A·crs I 5; Gal. 1 : 18 : 2: 9) . God
confirmed to the "mullitude of counsellors" the tbing which He had previously personally revealed to Paul.
and unity of spirit and action was
maintained.
If the man with personal vision
will have patience to walk in step
:witb God: and if the Church will
not neglect the due nourishment of
her spiritual life: there will come in
every crisis of a new advance such an
enthusiastic agreement of wise counsel with inspiring vision that it can

only be likened to the response of
fuel to a torch.
In stressing the wisdom of seeking guidance through counsellors we
must always leave room for the place
of a personal vision that may, momentarily, find no counsellors prepared to agree with it. But in coming back to the ultimate working out
of that personal vision into some
purposes that are to be established
we shall always have to revert to
the ordained method of seeking guidance by the multitude of counsellors.
Hudson Taylor received the per~
sonal vision of a Faith Mission , but
the China Inland Mission rightly
needs its Councils to keep that vision
functioning on proper lines.
And we are persuaded that it is
only those very rare souls who are
chosen by God to inaugurate some
great new spiritual work or revival
that are likely to really know a similar spiritual experience to Paul when
he apparently felt that there were no
human counsellors to whom he could.
or even should, turn. For the rest of
us there arc nearly always the right
sort of counsellors available if only
we are willing to seek them. But beware of choosing wrong counsellors.

Billy Sunday's Pune:ent Speech
With th recent death of William
A. Sunday we see the passing of the
most outstanding evangelist of the
twentieth century. Born an orphan.
he became a famous base-ball player.
One day he and some other ballplayers had been in a saloon and
were seated on the curb of a Chicago
street when an old sainted lady invited them to a Gospel Mission. Billy
Sunday went. He gave his heart to the
Lord and from that day became a
great soul-winner.
He made religion vital and presented it in the colloquial tongue of the
common people. His appeal was to the
great mass of the people. We could
say much about him for we have
sat under his inspiring ministry
When he last appeared in Boston he
was so eager to preach. he was like an
old war horse smelling the smoke of
battle. Following are some of bis
pungent sayings:Live so that when the final summons comes you will leave something
more behind you than an epitaph on
a tombstone or an obituary in a newspaper.
What have you given the world
it never possessed before you came?

I am preaching for the age in which
l live. I am just recasting my vocabulary to suit the people of my age
instead of Joshua's age.
When you quit living like the
devil I will quit preaching that way.
You can find anything in the average church today, from a bumming
bird to a turkey buzzard.
The Lord may have to pile a coffin on your back before He can get
you to bend it.
Don't throw your ticket away
when the train goes into a tunnel. It
will come out the other side.
The safest pilot is not the fellow
that wears the biggest bat, but the
man who knows the channels.
If a man goes to hell he ought to
be there, or he wouldn't be there.
The Church gives the people what
they need; the theatre gives them
what they want.
Death-bed repentance is burning the
candle of life in the service of the
devil, and then blowing the smoke
into the face of God.
Your reputation is what people
say about you. Your character is
what God and your wife know about
you.

When your heart is breaking you
don't want the dancing master or
saloon-keeper. No, you want the
preacher.
It takes a big man to sec other
people succeed without raising a howl.
Bring your repentance down to a
spot-cash basis.
I believe that cards and dancing are
doing more to dam the spiritual life
of the Church than the grog-shopsthough you can't accuse me of being
a friend of that stinking, dirty, rotten, hell-soaked business.
We place too much reliance upon
preaching and upon singing. and too
little on the living of those who sit
in the pews.
The carpet in front of the mirror
of some of you people is worn threadbare, while at the side of your bed
where you should kneel in prayer it
is as good as the day you put it down.
Look into the preaching Jesus did
and you will find it was aimed
straight at the big sinners on the
front seats.
A revival gives the Church a little
digitalis instead of an opiate.
Some sermons instead of being a
(Continued on pofe II)
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The Ult ima te Triu mp h of Chr isti ani ty

Bq J. Rutherfor d Spence, at Bible Union Meeting, South China
I was born and brought up in hung over the cross-"JE SUS KING place where He
Bible-loving Scotland, the blood of OF THE JEWS." Then came Pente- time it all came was born and in due
the Covenanters runs in my veins. cost, establishing of the Christian fied. He died to pass. He was cruci, was buried, rose again
My earliest recollections are of moth- Church and persecution, the disciples and is now
er reading us Bible stories and especi- going everywhere preaching the Listen, He is at God's right hand.
coming again not as a
ally did I love to hear of David and Word.
babe, not as a Saviour, but as a King
his mighty men-tha t one who went
And so, . for three centuries, all to rule and reign in righteousness.
down into a pit in the time of snow hell tried to stop the progress of the
Now what
and killed a lion. Then came Church Church-t hey were tortured, burned. world? There is wrong with the
and Sunday school and one day we thrown to the lions, made sport for a their wrong are several persons in
places in God's Uniwere thought big enough to go to Roman holiday but the Church grew verse-the Jew
and the devil, Christ
day school. and there also we got until Constanti ne the Great came and the
Church.
Bible. So I love the Book, have some with his :flattery. The Church com- Jew is Palestine. The place for the
God gave it to them
acquaintance with it and stand for it promised and then we go into the for a
today as the Word of God-God 's dark ages when Bibles were scarce, go theypossession. Everywhe re they
cause
revelation to mankind. It not only Bibles were burned and those who as we speak, trouble, but God, even
is bringing them back,
contains the Word of God, it is the dared to have one were burned.
by persuasion, by persecution, by one
Word of God, a vast difference.
A Luther, a Knox and a Wesley, way or another they are going back
The whole Bible tells us of God's God raised up, who blazed forth the to their own land. Then the devil's
fight against sin and wrong. When sin truth, but to come down to today, place is hell and one day God is going
entered Eden and our parents, Adam what have we? Denial of the faith, to put him there-my what a change
and Eve fell, immediately God gave modernism trying to steal from us the that will make on this old earth. The
that promise "The seed of the wom- very foundation s of our faith, the Church's place is heaven. We are
an shall bruise the serpent's head." intellectual and brilliant of the day heavenly people. Paul says our citiFrom then on God began His fight vying with each other in contradict- zenship is in heaven and one of these
against sin. Time only allows me ing and even throwing ridicule on the days our Lover Lord will break
10 touch a few points. When Noah's
Blessed Book.
through heaven's blue, come for us
day came, mankind was so terribly
As we calmly view the situation. and take us away from the very pressinful-so Ioathesomely immoral that as we see how comparati vely few are ence of sin and last of all as we read
God had no other remedy but to des- Bible Christians, as we gather up in- in our nineteenth chapter of Revelatroy mankind and to wash God's land in our little chapels w-ith our tion, Jesus Christ our Lord is comearth with a flood-lea ving only Chinese Christians, the question is ing to reign on this earth, take conNoah and his family. This was a forced on us, "Shall Christians win trol of things, as a Loving Dictator
new start for the race, but again they out?" Shall right be for ever on the and then peace and righteousness
shall
failed and God chose Abraham, a man scaffold? And evil prevail over good? cover this earth as the waters cover
of faith and through him a nation, We singthe sea. The earth shall bring forth
Israel, who were to be God's people, ''Jesus sha{( reign where'er the sun of her abundance and all
shall be
to stand for a witness to all the na- Does his successiue journeys run.
satisfied from the least to the greatest.
tions. The whole story of Israel as His Kingdom stretch from shore to
What a glorious prospect? How
a nation is failure. Again and again
shore
bright is the future? What a time
God gave them a new start when Till moons shall wax and wane no
it hall be when earth shall keep her
they repented of their sins but ultimore."
_jubilee. Then "shall they beat their
mately He cast them off and scatterWill this ever come to pass and if swords into plouqhshares and their
ed them among the nations. Then so, how? For the last six thousand spears into pruning hooks.
nation
came four hundred years silence-n o years man has been trying to rule this shall not lift up sword aqainst naprophet, no vision, no direct word old earth and today we have the re- tion. neither shall they learn war
from Jehovah. But God had nol.\ sults of it-chaos, lawlessness, un- ant/ more."
given up the fight against sin.
employme nt, starvation in the midst
When the fulness of time came, of plenty and a mad race of armaGod spoke to us in His Son. Jesus ments among all the nations preThe Coming Great War
Christ was born of the Virgin Mary paring to commit suicide. Over all
By
eminent Bible teacher,. W. Serl!. Rev.
in Bethlehem. David's city. He went man's efforts can be written failure; Jos Seiss,
C.
Wacblte and othen. Contenls:
about doing good, healing the sick, but to come back to the Bible, God's Place of Last J.Great
War-The Part of Anti•
but the world would not have Him. Revelation to man. we find in the christ-Ddug e of Human Blood-Battl e of
True it is they found no fault in chapter we have read and the follow- Gog and Magog. This is the third edition.
Him but the Religious world of that ing one, the millenniu m. Peace and Price only 25c plus 3c po•llll!e.
day howled"C rucifq Him. away with righteousness on the earth will only
Talks About Faith
Him." The intetlectual world, repre- come through the direct intervensented by the Greeks, laughed at His tion of God Himself. Jesus Christ
A IS6 P• Ke book, neatly bound, with 1tirrin1
philosoph y of life. while the Roman whose right it is, is coming back to meuaga Oil faith by a Bible teacher who has had
Empire crucified Him on Calvary's reign. God's Word declares it. It many rea,arh ble experiences in • life of f aith.
Cross and in these languages, He- did prophesy He was coming, told u d who hu bee. in cha~ of the R.B.T.5.,
School aacl faitlt work at Rocheeter N . Y .
brew, Greek and Latin was a notice of His miraculous birth even the Bible
Price oaly 50.:.
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CnIT Is Tnf\S GlfTS

We can obtain for you any book, calendar, mottoes, Bibles, or religious holiday supplies that are published. Anything you desire, which we have not listed, write for our prices. Profits go to support the
only Pentecostal Home for aged in America.
"Golden Strands"

Tl IE QUEE LY QUEST

Bible Lover's Stationery

B!} Lillie Harper Corum

£3y Rosalee Ali/ls Appleby

Just published, a beautifol book of poems,
purple art covers, by one who has lived a quiet
There are
life in Christian service for others.
46 poems from her heart that are as golden
strands in her life.-Price 25c.

Beautiful thou ,ht,, and the fine, strong truths
of the Christian faith, especially as they touch
the life of women-and in particular young
womanhood-are here set down in lanl)uage that
embellishes them and deli2hts the reader. Mrs.
Appleby's South Ameri<:an. background give her
sketches an added charm and has afforded her the
advantage of a detached, fresh outlook upon
things North American. The readers of her
former books will be grateful for this new one.
Cloth. $ 1.00.

New distinctive linen finish paper 36 large
shPets with neatly arranged Bible-text m purple
mk. 24 envelope. linen finish. One each of vest
pocket size hooklcts-"Words of Gold" and
"Words of Sivler" also Amos Wells's famous
Bible Perscription book marks included. Makes
a splendid gift. Price 50 cents.

Blossoms From the King's Garden
B!} Alice Re!}nolds Flower
New edition of "Blossoms from the King'•
Garden," Only the choicest poems from the
previous edition have been retained, and the
book is largely made up of new verses of inspiration and cheer. Many thousands of the
first edition were demanded, and this new art
edition is even n:,:,re inspiring and attractive.
Art covers. Price 50c, Postage 5c,

FOR TIMES OUT OF JOINT

B!} Charles L!}on Seas/10/es

The Great Tribulation
By Eminent Bible Teachers
This book gives a brief explanation of the
prophecies on The Great Tribulation as found
in the Book of Revelation. Price 20c plus 3c
pos~age.

Fulfilled Prophecies That Prove
the Bible

Pastor of the large First Church in Dayton,
Ohio. A man of great power and leadership,
and fully able to write a book of sermons dealing with the world problems of today.
The editors, in reviewing this manuscript, made
this significant statement: "The author is a
clear-thinking writer, fully capable of dealing
with world problems; and the book is of real
value and interest lo every minister." Cloth, $1.00.

By George T. B. Dallis
A startling book of prophecies fulfilled in
Palestine. 33 full page pictures. How the
Golden Gate was Shut. Prosperity for Palestine. JerusalPm To-day. The Marvel of the
Ages. Several ministers have ordered 100 copie,.
A business man ordered 750 copies.
Price 25c plus Sc postage.

By Nanette Heam Griffin

FIRST STEPS FOR LITTLE FEET

Three Modern Evils

A stirring, rousing, instructive little book
wrillen for the soul winner. Conversion of an
infidel family-The daughter is horse-whipped
and put out of the home. 1700 persons received
salvation from reading one selection. How to
deal with worldly amusements. Where shall I
spend eternity? 25c each, $2.50 per doz.

B!} Charles Foster

By Gerald B. Winrod

A book for very little children-to give them
their first religious teaching and earliest knowledge of the Bible. Wrilten in such short and
easy words, and so interesting and attractive, that
children from four lo five years of age enjoy having it read to them, and can read it themselves.
It is invaluable lo teachers. Bound in fine cloth,
ornamental color stamping. Price $1.00.

Many prominent Christian leaders endorse
this book. first evil: Modernism in the church;
Second evil: Atheism in the public school system; Third evil: Communism in the state. Dr.
Biederwolf re ommends this book. Price 25c.

"Oil of Joy for Mourning,,
B!} Alice Reynolds Flower
This little booklet of 15 poems will bring
words of comfort, cheer and blessinR to loved
ones in time of trial or sickness. The second
edition is now off the press. Beautiful art covers.
Price only I0c plus 3c postage.

Seeking Christ

Egermeier's
Bible Story
Book
The gift supreme I
An-up-to-date book
of Bible stories writto
according
ten
modern methods of
The
story telling.
children will eagerly
await " story hour."
608 pages - 233
stories-nearly 200
photodrawings,
graphs, and beautiful color reproductions. Picture of Christ blessing the children
on front cover. Si:ie 6 X 9 inches. Beautiful
brown cloth cover. Price $2.00.
THE SHADOW OF THE BROAD BRIM
THE LIFE-STORY OF CHARLES HADDON SPURGEON: J IEIR OF THE PURITANS

Bl/ Richard El/sn,ort/r Da!}
Charles Haddon Spurgeon, the English divine,
now forty years dead, is indeed very much alive
in the religious world of today. It is appropriate
that such a popular, intimate, sympathetic
account of his life and work as this is ,hould
appear just now. The church needs again to
come in touch with his sturdy, homely, reasonable evangelical teaching, and ministers should
endeavor to learn the secret of the power that
made Spurgeon one of the greatest preachers of
all time, Illustrated. Cloth, $1.50.

RELIGIOUS AND SOCIAL PROBLEMS
YOUTH AND THE HOM£S OF TOMORROW

By E.lwin T. Dahlberg
The author of this book was chosen to lead
the group which discussed the intimate problems
of youth centering around mating, marriage and
family life. He has used this material, together
with what he has gathered through study and
successful experience in leading youth groups,
in the preparation of this book. He approaches
every question with frankness, open-mindedness,
and in a spirit of sincere reverence and high
idealism. Pastors will find here the guidance they
have been seeking lo help them in the conduct of
discussion l'roups. There are excellent suggestions
fo,· talks or sermons for young people. Price $1.00.

Stories From
thP Old
Testament
There are 28 intensestories
interesting
ly
chiefly about boys and
girls of the Old Testament. Each story has a
Many of
fine picture.
these full-page illustrations are in colors. Also
has the lest questions in
back of book. Cloth
binding. 107 page,.
Price 75c.

The Last Hour of Gentile World
Rule b_v eminent Bible teachers, showing from
the Word that the CREAT CLIMAX OF THE ACES
will soon burst upon the world. Price 20c plus
3c postage.

Beautiful
Girlhood

This book is a good
clean, uplifting and interesting volume for the
growing teen age girl. It
helps her lo understand
her own problems when
she needs the lender,
motherly advice.
It does not deal with
sex problems, but builds
character and lead. lo
high and lofty ideals.
Beautiful cloth binding.
Price $1.00.

lotA.Bl:t. HALE

The Coming Crises and the
Coming Christ
B!} Stanley H. Frodsham
The Crises Ahead. Crises in Jewish History.
Crise> in the Nations. The Crises Ahead for
the Church. \Vhen Christ R«turna. -Pricc 25c.

Mighty Prevailing Prayer
Sets forth the deep and overwhelming need of
the church and the world, and the necessity of
importunate prayer. Some of the chapter title,
are: The Prayer Passion- Satanic I lindrance•
lo Prayer-Praying is F' ',ting. Price 40c post•
paid.
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Holiday Gift Suggestions
CHRISTIHN

HER0

SERIES
JOHN WESLEY'
The

CHRISTIAN HERO

Books that help mold children into men and women with Christian Ideals: Martin Luther-John WesleyD . L. Moody-C. H . Spurgeon-David Livingston-John Bunyan - George Whitefield - James Hudson
Taylor-William Carey-Henry Martin-John G. Paton-Ad oniram Judson. These men of purpose. ideals,
and vision are mighty testimonies to Christian power. Their life stories appeal to young and old alike. 75c each.
SPECIAL OFFER: 12 books for only $8.00 postpaid.
Teen Age Talks
The Pilot's Voice
By Isabel C. B}}rum

This highly profitable
story of a wayward boy
is written in a manner that
bolds the interest of all
who read it. It will restrain
its youthful readers from
going astray, or if they
have already done so, will
pilot them back into the
safe harbor of right living.
This is a true story
written in the form of an analo11,y of a voyage.
Cloth cover. 224 pages. Price 50 cents.

Boy's Stories of Great Men
B}} £. E. Egermcier
This is a new book by this well known author. It is different because it contains brief,
absorbing sketches concerning the boyhood days
of 18 famous men. It will make a most acceptable holiday gift for boys in their teens.
Price $ 1.00 postpaid.

B}} M. G. Gooielin~. M.A.
Fifty- two interesting character- forming talks
for intermediates. Designed to cover the entire
year. with particular emphasis on the holidays
and special observances. These talks have stood
the test of practical use by a successful pastor,
and will prove very helpful lo all worken with
boys and girls. Price $1.00.

Send All Orders To:

Steps Heavenward
B}} R. L. Berry
Pastors, take notice I Here is the very book
needed for new converts. Preachers would do
well to have a supply at band to pass out to
those newly converted. lt contains food for
lambs. It will strengthen the weak and encourage
the strong. There is spiritual nourishment here
for all Christians. 125 pages-Cloth bound.Price 50 cents.

Ideals For
Earnest Youth
B}} A. T. Rowe
Manners, companions,
amusements, life worlt,
relation lo Christ are
djscussed, with illustrations from the lives of
well known men.
Price $I .00.

Girl's Stories of Great Women
By E. E, Egermeier
For girls in their teens. Incidents of intense interest in the childhood days of 18 famous women are told in a very pleasing way. Some
catchy titles of the d,apters are, "The Girl Who
Looked Up," "The Girl Who Made Her
Dream Come True," ''The Little Girl Who
Grew Up to Do Big Things." Price $1.00
postpaid,

STORIES FOR YOUNG FOLK

Tiny Tots in Story Town, 35c. Our Darling's Bible A-B-C- Book, 35c. Stories from the Old Testament
for the Little Child, 75c. Stories from the New Testament for the Little Child, 75c. Light on the Child's
Path, 50c. Arabella's Hen, 35c. Harry the Newsboy, 35c. Grandmother's Lily, 35c.
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THE FRUITLESS FIG TREE
(Continued from pag~ 4)

can have anointings and uplifts of
the Spirit, miraculous heatings of the
body, all this, and more too, and yet
be void of fruit: love, joy, peace,
lo:tg-suffering, etc.
Furthermore, in this condition we
can deceive and mislead others, by
causing ourselves to be the attraction
or drawing power and injure God's
cause and rob Him of His glory. Oh.
for a manifestation of the real fruits
of the Spirit, for the glory of God
on1y. Jesus is hungry to receive such
from the lives of His people. This
necessitates, however, a realization of
our lack and real condition, also a
humbling of ourselves individually
that the Spirit may be once more
poured out upon us in greater measure than heretofore. Divine fruit
should emanate and radiate in great
fullness from the life of every child
of God. Oh, we can deceive ourselves
and those about us concerning this.
but never can we deceive God. If He
finds not the fruit of the Spirit or us
not drawing from the true vine, Himself, or with things in the life that
choke the channel. His communion
and fellowship with us will be limited and hindered. This will sometimes cause a shallowness or an emptiness in the testimony or a lack of
divine power or bitterness or harshness in the speech, and an emphasizing of externals rather than Christ.
A life desiring divine fruit in it,
necessitates crucifixion and purging.
This is the work of the Husbandman or Divine Pruner and He only
can do it. This can only be realized.
we believe, through a humble and
contrite spirit, self renunciation and
abnegation, a life lived in God with
self dethroned and Christ enthroned.
Then will the fruits of the Spirit
emanate without any effort or struggle on our part.
As fruit is a product of the tree
or vine, it can only be found from
that source. In order to produce this
same fruit the life of the vine or tree
must flow unhindered. Similarly in
the life of a Christian, Christ must be
the life, if the Christian is to bear the
fruits of the Spirit.
Ag~in, fruit bearing, we believe, is
unscnptural when applied to soul saving as so many think and teach.
Natural fruit is the spontaneous product of the tree or vine, spiritual fruit.
namely: love. joy, peace, etc., is
the product of a Spirit-filled life and
is also spontaneous because it emanates from the Holy Spirit. Soul s,w-

ing. propagating the Truth, the building of character. and the upbuilding of
God's Kingdom in general are the
natural outcome or result of a Spiritfilled Christian. We often say to
ourselves and others, "Get after souls,"
"Get busy." whether the fruits of the
Spirit are in evidence or not. This
however, is misleading, dangerous.
and unscriptural. and not God's order. Did Jesus not say to His disciples, "Tarry ye in Jerusalem until
ye be endued with power from on
Then shall ye be Mq withigh .
nesses, fruit bearers and soul winners." Where this is not obeyed, the
divine equipment is lacking and the
flesh and the works of the flesh, will
often be qllite pronounced. This we
see in the lives of the apostles before
Pentecost. Notwithstanding. Jesus in
His early ministry had commissioned
them to preach the Gospel, heal the
sick, cast out demons and raise the
dead, yet-a further equipment for service was needed and He commanded
them to tarry in Jerusalem until endued with power from on high. The
energy of the natural man too, if not
controlled by the Spirit of God is a
hindrance and can do untold havoc,
therefore the necessity of living and
walking in the Spirit. Too often we
think we are heard, seen, honored and
given credit for our much exercising, speaking and doing. All this
may be nothing but wood, hay and
stubble. When the test of fire comes
it will be burned up.
Another injunction which it is
well for us to heed is. "Not by might
nor by power, but by My Spirit saith
the Lord."
When Jesus came to His chosen
people they were busy beautifying
the tree, regardless of fruit. Originally it was God's tree, but since the
rejection of their Messiah, Jesus
Christ, it has been the tree of Judiasm
and will remain as such until they
are grafted in again. We believe this
will take place not far in the future.
Thank God, then the fruits of the
Spirit will once more be apparent.
Christ is coming again and it may be
sooner than we anticipate, for there is
every indication of it. Will He find
Christians as He found the Jews, separated from the True Vine. Jesus
Christ, and also ignoring God, the
Holy Ghost, and His claims, and
beantifying the tree of their own
choice? This may be anything that
we exalt above God such as works.
doctrines, our opinions, experiences,
Sectarianism, Ecclesiasticism, etc. May
He find them rather bearing much of

the fruit of the Spirit and propagating His Truth and principles in the
earth.
If Christ is not the center of the
Christian's attraction and worship, He
will surely be satisfying His own
fleshly desires and presenting to His
fellow men nothing but leaves. Christ
only is the food that will satisfy a
longing heart. As we, His people, are
expecting His return, may He not
come and find us interested in nothing
but the leaves of our own spiritual
experiences. As sure as the fruits of
the Spirit are in evidence God's com~
mands will be obeyed and the works
of righteousness will be the natural
outcome and we will go into all the
world and preach His Gospel to every
creature thereby fulfilling Christ's
last command. From all appearances
God is taking His saints through the
death route these days, stripping them
of everything superfluous and injurious, where they are willing. Where
they are not willing He sometimes
takes stringent measures which are
not always easily understood. Many
dear good people therefore are refusing this way and drawing back because of an unwillingness to die to
self. Scripture only can reveal to
them the outcome. It is dangerous,
however to disobey God and to refuse to walk in the light. Jesus said,
"Except a man forsake all that lie
hath, he cannot be my disciple."
Those desiring to be the Bride of
Christ are having a tremendous fight,
not so much against sin as with the
~elf life, and they are experiencing the
death strnggle. May we be faithful
followers and bear it as loyalty as
did Jesus. He bore it patiently, lovingly, unflinchingly and without a
murmur. Even when the nails were
driven, the thrust of the spear given,
or hardest of all to bear the taunts
which were made as to His Deity, and
tbis, too, from His co-religionists,
but bitter enemies. The forsaking of
all His friends who heretofore stood
by Him and followed Him was
enough to crush Him.
May we then as highly honored
and blessed saints of God cease our
murmurings and our impatience and
everything that hinders our spiritual
progress. Let us humbly exemplify Christ in our high calling with
fortitude and bravery and with a
faith that surmounts all difficulties,
and seek to beautify the religion of
Jesus Christ thereby, with a life full
of divine fruit and works.
-0--

The World's Cry For a Superman
By A Sim,, 30r postpaid.
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BILLY SUND AY'S PUNGENT
SPEECH
(Continuecl from page 6)

bugle call for service, are nothing
more than showers of spiritual cocairn?.
Theology bears the same relation
to Christianity that botany does to
flowers.
Some homes need a hickory switch
a . good deal more than they do a
piano.
The man who can drive a hog and
keep his religion will stand without
hitching.
Churches don't need new members
half so much as they need the old
bunch made over.
I don't believe there are devils
enough in hell to pull a boy out of
the arms of a godly mother.
Whisky is all right in its placebut its place is in hell.
Some people pray like a jack-rabbit
eating cabbage.
It is impossible for a saloon-keeper
_to enjoy a good red-hot prayer-meeting.
A saloon-keeper and a good mother
don't pull on the same rope.
The presumptive husband should
be able to show more than the price
of a marriage license.
Nobody can read the Bible thoughtfully, and not be impressed with the
way it upholds the manhood of man.
More chapters in the Bible are devoted to portraying the manhood of
Caleb than to the creation of the
world.
The more oyster soup it takes to
run a church, the faster it runs to the
devil.
The .reason you don't like the
Bible, you old sinner, is because it
knows all about you.
Bob Ingersoll wasn't the .first to
find out that Moses made mistakes.
God knew about it long before Ingersoll was born.
Nearly everybody is stuck up about
Some people are even
something.
proud that they aren't proud.
If we people were able to have
panes of glass over our hearts, some
of us would want stained glass,
wouldn't we?
To see some people, you would
think that the essential orthodox
Christianity is to have a face so long
they could eat oatmeal out of the
end of a gas pipe.
God likei; a little humor, as is evi~
denced by the fact that he made tbe
monkey, the parrot-and some of
you people.
I hate to see a man roll up to church

in a limousine and then drop a quarter in the collection plate.
Yank some of the groans out of
your prayers, and shove in some
shouts.
Your religion is in your will , not
in your handkerchief.
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The bars of the Church are so low
that any old hog with two or three
suits of clothes and a bank roll can
crawl through.
If you want milk and honey on
your bread , you 'll have to go into the
land where there are giants.

KENTUCKY NEWS
Throughout the past year the
Lord has continued to bless in tbe
Kentucky Mountain work. New
workers have been added to the group
until now they number seventy -five.
These are distributed in seven counties. We have our own cabins in fifteen of the twenty-one stations and
in seven communities we have our
own church buildings. There is continued increased interest on every
hand, for which we thank God.
Our most recent undertaking is the
opening of a Bible School for the
benefit of the mountain people who
are unable to attend our General
Council Bible Schools because of the
lack of finances. This school. which
has created a great interest among the
mountain people, will be opened on
November 18, 1935, at Rocky
Branch. about three miles from Campton, Kentucky, the county seat of
Wolfe County, and will be operated
for four months through the winter
sea,;on. The reason for this is because the young people are occupied
on their farms during the spring and
summer months. While we do not
have adequate facilities at the present
time, yet we are making this move
with the expectation that in due time,
as God prospers the work, we shall
have better equipment. Our teaching
staff will comprise workers chosen
from our own missionary group.
There are no registration fees nor do
we char~e the students any tuition.
Th<! effort is purely missionary in
character.
The State of Kentucky was formerly included in two other Districts
but at the General Council meetinR
held at Dallas, Texas, Sept. 12-19, it
was decided by the General Presbytery that Kentucky should be made
a District by itself. On October 2931 a special meeting was called at the
Assembly of God Church at Raceland.
Ky., for the purpose of setting this
District in order. Our beloved General Superintendent, E. S. Williams,
was present and presided at this meeting. The Constitution and By-Laws
were adopted and officers elected.
From the time of its origin, six

years ago, up to the present time. the
Kentucky Mountain Missionary work
has been sponsored by 0. E. Nash ,
Pastor of the Christian Assemblv,
Pentecostal. 1224 Race Street . Ci~cinnati, Ohio, in cooperation with the
General Council of the Assemblies of
God but now has been brought into
the fellowship of this new formed
District. \Vhile the Mountam work
continues as a missionary project yet
it is an integral part of the new Kentucky State District. 0. E. Nash was
appointed as the First District Superintendent at Dallas and this appointment was confirmed unanimously at
the Raceland Council meetmg. T. E.
Gannon of Raceland. Ky .. was elected Secretary-Treasurer. There was a
blessed spirit of unity in this meeting
and the blessing of God rested upon
us throughout the Council.
Much of the new district is of a
pioneer nature. We covet your prayers
and continued cooperation. Anyone
desiring further in formation, please
communicate with the District Superintendent, 0. E. Nash. 2525 Gilbert
Ave., Cincinnati, Ohio.
A GREAT MISSIONARY FIELD
Bq J. J. Corum
God is wonderfully blessing the
work and workers in the mountains
of Kentucky. Sunday school and
missions arc being established in many
out of the way places, one Sunday
school exceeding 200 in attendance
within a few months.
If you think you want to become
a missionary prove yourself in this
field.
lf yon are interested in missions.
home or foreign you may save the
missionary department thousands of
dollars by a two year t1ial in this
field before taking a joy ride across
the ocean at the expense of others.
Ananias and Sapphira will be more
justified in the judgment than those
who waste missionary money.
If God has called; go. if not get
busy supporting those He has called
and both will have the approval and
blessing of God.
(Continued on P"B~ 13)
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God's Great Army
Frank hensee, Modesto, California
"And I will restore to you the (/ears that the locust hath eaten, the canhcrworm, and the cat erpillar; and the
palmer worm, my great arm(/, which I sent among you" (Joel 2:25).
The above passage from the Word
food crops. It is estimated that there
We are now living near the great
of God plainly tells us that He calls are at least 80,000 varieties, as yet not day of the Lord (Zeph . 1 : 14 ; Zech.
our ordinary every-day mas of in- so dangerous to vegetation , but in 14:l; Joel 1 : 15; Ezek. 39:8). A
sects and plant pests His ·'great ar- time will become a real army of des- God of wrath is going to take charge
mq."
truction.
of a sin-cursed earth and pour His
The average citizen is too busy in
Modern methods of food produc- fury upon the whole land (Rev. 14 :bis daily life to pay heed to the tion have barely off-set the trernen- 10) without mixture. Every form of
approach today of one of the worst dous increase of plant p sts: that is punishment ,imaginable. Ih Malacalamities that is to befall our civili- why our food supplies at present are chi 3: 6 the Word tells us that "God
zation. We hear so much about earth- apparently sufficient. We must remem- changes not," and in Jeremiah 30 :quakes, storms, wrecks, wars, and ber that as yet the world is not in- 23, 24 we read, "Behold. the whirlother means of human fatalities that volved in war-fare to any great ex- wind of the Lord goeth forth with
the world in general has little time tent , but surely the reader can vis- fury. a continuing whirlwind it shall
to learn of a danger ahead that will ualize the result of a world -wide war fall with pain upon the head of the
eventually wipe out more lives, both that is about to break forth. Accord- wicked. The fierce anqer of the Lord
human and animal, than all the other ing to the Word of God, ALL na- shall not return until He have done
dangers combine.
tions will be gathered together. That it: and until He have performed the
No matter how terrible they sound, means all able-bodied men, including intents of His heart, in the latter
statistics do not lie. We must face the the boys who now are saving our da(js C/e shall consider it."
facts whether we like to or not. I crops from the pests.
Notice carefully in those passages
have before me an article composed
that
God never changes His mind , but
This
coming
conflict
among
naof statistics and comments from the
Bureau of Entomology in Washing- tions will be so destructive and sud- those things are surely coming to
ton, D. C. It gives a description of the den that the gas attacks will spread pass. In the latter days or the time
new war-fare our government is in- over the farming lands, and workers of the end. which is close at hand, the
augurating against the enemy of plant in the fields will be unable to carry world will consider. The Word of
life, the countless variti of insects . on to the extent that they are today. God and statistics are two sources of
To give the reader an idea of the That means a bigger right of way true information, but it seems today
magnitude of the work, I will quote for plant pests, many of which are that very few are considering this
one form of punishment that is growimmune to poison gasses.
the following:
1'here we have the beginning of ing in intensity as the days go by.
"Thousands of youlhs from the different
the big famine that the Word of
Using insects, plant pests, microbe ,
C.C.C. camps arc being organized in regular
God speaks of in Rev. 6: 6. People etc., as one method of punishment
battle units. The generals of this army are
will be willing to pay money for a seems strange and foolish to the sinassembled from the entomology departments
bit of plain raw wheat or barley. ner of the world. but we read in I
of the leading universilies, from the farmers' associations, and the Federal and State
The reader may ask why a loving Corinthians 1 :27, 28:
11overnments. The university men lay out
God allows these things to come to
"But God hath chosen the foolish
the latest methods of combat, the farmers'
pass.
things of the world to confound the
associalions provide field generals who have
wise: and God hath chosen the weak
practical experience, and the government is
Let us read Amos 4 : 9:
helping.. with the largest appropriations on
thinqs of the world to confound the
"I
have
smitten
you
with
blasting
record.
and mildew; when your gardens and things which are mightq. and base
In other words, by actual physical your vineyards and your fig trees and thinqs of the world. and things
combat man is attempting to over- your olive trees increased. the palmer which are despised hath God chosen.
come and destroy what God calls worm devoured them: YET HAVE YE yea and things which are not. to
brinq to naught things that are."
His "great army."
NOT RETUR EDU TO ME . saith the
Then in verse 29 we get a full
According to government statistics. Lord."
during the last few years man has
That passage clearly shows that explanation again, "That no flesh
been waging practically an even fight God sends what He calls His Great should qlor(/ in His presence." A
against plant pests, just barely hold- Army (Joel 2: 25) into the plant jealous God Who abhors man's self
world as on of His means to awaken praise and vanity. Proud, haughty
ing his own.
A few of the outstanding varieties p ople to the fact that there is a true people who continually worship the
of insects in this warfare are the fol- and living God Who demands the works of their own hands.
Those works of man are soon com
lowing: Blister rust. Dutch elm whole worship of man and obedience
ing to naught by the fury of God's
blight, elm beetle, corn-borer, the to His Word.
gypsy and brown tail moth, pink
In times past, God bas not on! y wrath. Horticulture of the world will
boll-worm, many kinds of weevils, sent destroyers of plant life, but also be in the path of the fury.
black stem rust. the different decid- famines, droughts, disease, earth' One ble sed as urance we have. No
quakes, war-fare, and storms; and all matter what happens, God will take
ious, and citrus cankers.
These are just a few that at pre- explained fully in Amo , the fourth care of His own. (Prov. 5: 17: St.
sent are on the offensive against our chapter.
John 13:l; Matt. 20:15)
By
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LITTLE SUSIE'S CHRISTMAS

New England Autumn

( Continued from page l)

(Continued from page I)

"Pneumonia," he said.
From that time little Susie grew
worse. A pall hangs over the home.
The father is sad. There is a hush,
each little fellow in the home trips
lightly, anxious for their little sister's
recovery, for had not the older boys
toys and gifts hid away for each
Iitt!e tot and especially for Susie, and
to be given on Christmas day.
Again the doctor comes. Little,
Susie's sufferings that have been so
intense have subsided. She is calm, her
face is now radiant, she turns to the
doctor who has just bathed her
parched lips with whiskey, used as a
medicine in those pioneer days of the
West.
"Kiss the whiskey from my lips,"
she said, "angels do not want whisTurning to her
key in Heaven."
mother she said, "Mamma, I want to
go to Heaven, where I can pat the
little wings of angels." Then very
thoughtfully she said, "I have a lot
of brothers," and calling each one
by name and "One tiny one," meaning the baby, she said she would
open Heaven's gate for them. The
brave mother had each one come
around the bedside as they kissed
little Susie good-bye. The father,
who was unsaved at that time, was
the last to tell her good-bye, as he
bent over the idol of his heart to kiss
her good-bye for the last time on this
earth. Surely she had opened the
gate for him at that moment for she
spoke words to him that fastened on
his beart from which he could not

Let us worship the Creator in the
mornings' splendor, in the noons'
brightness, and when the sun at
eventide may glow upon yon mountain height and pause to bless the
mother Earth before he sinks from
sight, then comes the beauty of the
twilight hour, the soft stillness, and
the shade of deepening night is only
a pause before life's more radiant
morning, for peace awaits beyond the
tomb. There is a fairer land beyond.
Ah! let me soar to castles in the
air, for faith in our God becomes a
mighty power.
NOTES AND COMMENTS
get away. Looking toward Heaven
she said, "I hear the music." Then
closing her eyes she fell asleep in
Jesus to awake in that beautiful home
with Him and the holy angels.
Christmas day dawned. Little
Susie's body of clay, dressed in white
lay in its casket while her spirit was
with God. Each Christmas after this
brought fresh memories to the family
of their darling Susie. Years after
this the father gave his heart to the
One who took Susie to her glorious
home in Heaven. Sometime after this
he was called up higher to be with
his Lord and loved one awaiting the
coming of mother and the boys.

Little Susie God hath qiuen
Unto you your heart's- desire.
As you wished to be with angels.
He has called you where they are.

(Conlinued from pare 2)

many years which were in the land
of America and ordered them destroyed.
And he gathered up the sustenance
of the people and ordered it burned
and plowed under.
And in the years of famine, depression and dust storms came into
the land of America, and 22 million
people were on the puolic relief rolls
because he bad ordered the destruc~
tion of the food supplies of the people
instead of giving the surpluses unto
the starving people.

....

"'
In her seven wars America has

lost 244,357 killed in action or dead
of wounds, while between 1920 and
1935 auto accidents killed 388,936
people.
KENTUCKY NEWS
(Conlinued from page 11)

"A L L"
I know that I am poor with but
little of this world's tinkling treasures-but what I have, I gladly give
unto Him.
I know that I am broken in health,
sick and weary-but this fragile
frame I gladly give unto Him.
I know that there is much of sorrow and sadness in my life- but I
glad! y place them all upon Him, for
He longs to have me lean upon His
breast.
I know that my voice is stammering and slow-but the little sound
that struggles forth always seeks to
whisper "Amen, 0 Lord."
I know that my eye is dim and
the world about me as dark and
deep shadows-but what sight I have
always turns unto heaven and seeks

to catch some glimpse of His wondrous glory.
I know that my hand is ill and
trembling-but it always seeks to
hold fast unto Thy precious Word
and to scrawl letters of praise and
adoration.
I know that my ear is old and
dimmed-but what little sound I
catch always brings the soft joy of
Thy sweet voice.
I know that my heart is straining
and weakening-but while it pumps
I have life to live for Him in some
small measure.
I know that I shall soon go---but I
shall not sigh nor fret, trusting only
that my little stay has helped others
to draw nigh unto Him.-Edwirl
Raymond Anderson, 312 East 65th
Street, New York City, New York.

Any who are interested in missions
or missionaries will do well to send
brother Nash at the above address
an offering to support this work.
Please note these students are not being charged. Kentucky mountain air
and spring water are wonderful but
the workers must have food, clothing
and shelter.
If you want to be heard raise your
pocket book above your shouting.
Your help in this field at this
time may be used to produce a man
of God's choosing that will shake this
nation for God. Finney, Moody and
Wesley served in their day. We need
all of them today.
Copies of this magazine are going
to those in Kentucky and elsewherg
who can easily donate $1,000.00 toward starting this Bible School. Keep
quiet now a few minutes and let God
speak to you.
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NOTES ON PSALI\I 10 I
·By \Vm. Burton McCafferty

T

a Messianic Psalm. In it
we hear THI VOICE OF TIJE
MES IAH. At the first it would seem
to be David. but David is but the
instrument. His tongue is the "pen
of a ready \Vriter" and that writer
1s Christ. Cf. Psa. 45: 1. David
singing, is "moved by" the "Spirit
of Christ" which was in him. (II
Pet. 1: 21, I Pet. 1: 11). Thus his
words are the words of Messiah.
This may be seen in the judgments
ll!S lS

pronounced on the wicked, ,111J the
blessings on the faithful. spoken in
the first person. We hear then the
Messiah, our blessed Christ, and
note:
( 1) His song of mercy and Judgment-V. l.
(2) His wise and perfect behavior
-V. 2. (Cf. "example" I
Pet. 2:21-22).
(3) His hatred of evil works-V. 3.
( 4) His separated life of holinessV. 4.
( 5) His purpose against the slanderer and the proud-V. 5.

( 6) l Its assuiance to the faithful-

V. 6
( 7) His word against the deceiver-

V. 7.
(8) His judgment to fall on the
wicked-V. 8.
It is a "PSALM OF MERCY AND
JUDGMENT"-V. 1. These stand
out as follows:
(l) Mercy: To the righteous-V.
6.
(2) Judgment: To the wicked-V.
4, 5. 7, 8.
It is a "PSALM OF THE THREE
HEARTS.''

Bethel Home News
Dear Friends:
Again we thank the Lord for
His goodness and blessings toward
us and praise Him for His keeping
for another month.
We thank our good friends for
their faithfulness to Bethel Home and
the work here that we may keep gomg.
The depression will not be ended
by the Democratic plan, the Republican plan, the Marxist plan, or the
Townsend plan, but by the Divine
plan.
God knows what is in us, yet He
desires a manifestation on our part.
When we are under pressure we always manifest what is in our heart.
We so often read in the history of
Israel when they were under pressure
they murmured against Moses. God's
purpose was to humble them, but
they would not be humbled. Pride
is now threatening to bring the whole
human race to ruin and disaster.
We were gladly surprised a few
days ago by receiving a barrel of
nice apples from friends in Man~
cheslcr. N. H. This will supply us
with apples until about Christmas.
We thank friends for donations in
cash sufficient to purchase coal until
about December 15th.
As we look back over the past
summer our hearts are filled wiLh
pra1Se and thanksgiving to our
Heavenly Father, who has been faithful in supplying our needs. We have
enjoyed fresh vegetables all summer
and fall and now have some stored
for present using.
We are facing new and untried
tests. We have no one to look to but
God, who is enough.
Please keep in mind continually we
need more subscribers to this magazine and we are depending upon you,

By J. J. Corum
do not fail us. Send us $10.00 and
the names of twelve friends and we
will send Word and Work for one
year, also send each of them one
box of precious promises if desired.
Do not fail to renew your own subscription. This is the month we
need you as many subscriptions expire this month. Order a bundle for
your assembly.

We praise God for the good heal th
of all in the Home. He knows we do
not have funds with which to pay the
expense usually incurred by sickness.
Our faith in Him is well founded.
He knows. He cares. Praise Him.
Our good friend living in a near
by town, who helps the Lord answer
prayers, supplied us with turkey for
Thanksgiving.
The Holy Spirit never approves of
independence, but operates very graciously when there is simple depen-

~

dence. The pages of this magazine
are going forth in the Name of the
Lord. Without His blessing they are
only paper and ink. If He uses them.
we ascribe all the glory to Him.
We need the constant prayers of a
praying people that God may make
us willing to do His work in His
way.
A God-forgetting world will observe WATCH NIGHT in wild houseparties and ungodly places, millions
will celebrate in sinful revelry, the
passing of the old and the coming of
the new year. Will the church of God
be on her knees? The world is perishing in its own corruption. Begin
now to pray and plan for a watch
night meeting that will be honored of
God.
Please remember us and the Lord's
work in this part of His vineyard as
you pray.

V. 0~ 0V. 0~ ov. 0~ ov. 0~ ov. 01':t OV. 0~ ov. 0~ 0jJ. 0~ ov. PE
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THAT SOW£TH BOUNTIFULLY SHALL REAP BOUNllFULLY."

My Christmas Offering to
Bethel Home
7 Auburn Street, Framingham, Mass.

As a tb::nk offering for the Lord
at this glad season of tbe year I am
sending $ - - - to furnish coal and
food for Bethel Home, the only incorporated Pentecostal Home for Aged
in America.

Address .... . . ............................ ............................ .... .

City .. . . .......................... ......... State ..................... .
"T11AT THERE MA\' DE MEAT IN MIN&
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From the Jungles to New York
Mrs. Perkins and I left Newaka, Barabe, our
Mi,;ion S1atiC1n, September 5th, 1935. She had
eight hammock men and I had six. She was
carried all the way, but I walked considerably.
As there was considerable excitement and con( usion about the station that morning our col
beds. and our lantern were left behind. We did
not notice this until we were looking for a place
lo sleep that evening. However, we had two
candles along with us, which helped out, and
for bed• the man in whose house we •lept provided Mn. Perltin• with one ~ven plank bed,
and a canvas steamer chair for me. He abo
made a coay fire in the room which helped to
dry our wet clothing, and we were very grateful
for his lr.indneSl. He did what he could, by
giving us the best he had. Praite the Lord I
We had two poatum tin, with us. One was full
of postum, and the other was full of red ground
pepper(very hot). We secured. some hot water
from the country lire and Mu. Perkiit• proceeded
lo make our evening drink, but did not notice
that she u.ed red pepper instead of postum,
adding milk and sugar to both. It happened that
we both began drinking at once, but to our sorrow
we found we nad taken our mouths full of burning hot pepper instead of delicious postum.We
had diflicully in p11rsua.ding our carriers to make
the auly mile in two day~. but reached Cape
Palma, after dark, in a driving rain, at the end of
two days. However, Mrs. Perlcins became wet
and chilled, and as a result caught a heavy cold,
which put her in bed for about three weeks.
Miss Shelton was very kind and thoughtful, and
did all •he could to make it comfortable for us,
so that in four week's time she was able to
dreos and come on board this good ship Lashaway of the Barber Line, whose Captain and
crew have been very kind. Prai,e the Lord I
We mel Mr. and Mrs. Smith from The Frencn
SuuJan on board, who, when they learned that
we had been given an inferier, inconvenient cabin, insisted on exchanging their- good convenient
cabin with Ull, This has meant much lo Mn.
Perkins, and we surely do praise God for their
sel f-,-acrificing kindness. God will surely reward
them for this kmd act. We came out to this &l:.p
in a heavy rain, and the Shit;>"• Agent (Mr.
I t·ey), seeing wi, had no umbrella, loaned us both
his heavy rubber coat, and his umbrella, and
sat th re unprotected until he was thoroughly wet
I am sure. Psa. 103:2.
With the exception of a few windy days the
weather has seemed more like June OY July than
October. We asked those left behind to pray for
a ,mooth sea, and God has surely an•wered
prayer. Praise His Namel Miss Jeonie Carlson came on board at Sierre-Leone, bringing us
some nice presents, and spent aeveral houn with
us. She wa, expecting the Shalcley• in a few
days. Besides the Smiths, there are four other
Missionarie& on board with us--Mr. and Mu.
Crabb from Liberia; and two Bapti1t Mia,ionaries
lrom Niaeria,~with whom we have had good
fellowship.
Lord willing, after ,pending a short time at

1003 Summit Avenue, New York, with Sister
KreD.l'!er, we shall proceed to Phoenix, Arizona,
where the Lord ha, provided one of His One1lundred • Fold Homes for 11$. We surely do
praise Him for Hie faithfnlnes• and covenant
l.ccpmg.

'"CoJ is faithful; do you hear~
rVill not be, ,om• oilier year,
But is fail/tfui NOW, today,
We have proveJ Him all the way.

Cod IS faithful, no/ HAS BEEN
ln I.he pa,/, a friend lo men
Bui 1s fult11Jul u,hcn we pra.lJ,
El>en NOW, while called IIJJay.'"
"Cod LS faithful: Jo not fear
Will not fail llis children dear,
But is fait/1ful all Lite 11>uJ1,
Past and F ulurc and toddy.'"
Miss Lillian Kreager and her helpers gave us a
royal welcome, and are making it very pleasant.
We found this house at 1003 Summit Avenue,
New York City, a real Missionary Rest Home,
and comfortable for us. It is all one could wish,
and we are enjoying sweet and blessed fellowship with the Missionaries here. Last Wednesday was 1hei-r weekly prayer meeting for Missions. The Prayer Room was well filled up,
and how they did pray for mimons and for
missionaries a.nd native workers, and for the un•
saved heathen all over this wide world. Ir lasted
for lhree hours, and seemed as if they had only
begun. It did us good and encouraged our hearts
lo see &nd feel !heir intense interest, and fo hear
them pray.
About the time we left Liberia, four Missionaries left here for that same field, and two of
them for our own station, and last weelt three
more sailed for our work m Liberia, and still
another is to sail soon. Praise the Lordi We
have bet-n praying for laborers, and 1he Lord is
surely thrusting them out. Praise His Name! Continue to pray.

- John M. and Jessie Perkins .
PUCALPA. RIO UC YAU.
SOUTH AMERICA
Sf.VENTEEN

OBEY THE

LORD

IN

PERU,
BAPTISM

"Prove me now hcrewitl,, saith the Lord of
hosts, if I will not open .JIOU the windows of
heai•cn, and pour you out a blessing, that there
,hall not be room lo receive it." To obey the
Lord, whether in tithes or any other act of
obedience in the steps of God"s divine will, is the
secret key that opens wide the window of God's
richest blessings; that opens the back door of
self. righteousness and empties us of sin and
shilme; that opens each secret chamber of our
hearts, for the Sun of Righteousness to cleanse
every nook and corner, so that 1he Rivers of
Living Water might flow through us unhindered
to the eternal salisfaction of the thirst of the
dyin11 multitude.
A harpy Spirit-lilied group of faithful believers stood together in the ,,rater of the great
Ucayali River awaiting, one by one, to obey the
Lord in baptism. The afternoon was a perfect
one, speaking to our hearts of a perfect Saviour;
the multitude on the rive, 's bank, including the
authorities (the judge was present with most of
his large family), all the believers, and other
faithful attendants at the meetings, friends, and
a goodly number of curiosity seekers, reminded us
of the days of yol'e when our blessed Lord fed
the hungry multitudes. The presence of the
Lord was especially felt; the testimonies of
each candidate stirred every soul. tears moistened
the eyes of some, and the songs of praise vibrated
through our innermost being. As the baptisms
draw to a close a colorful rainbow, on the other
side of the river, encircled the group, and shin•
ing brightly in sharp relief to the dark clouds of
an oncomi.ng storm which later, broke in fury,
but after all were c&mfortably housed.
What a great joy and privilege to lead these
dear ones into the waters of baptism I I shall
never forget it. Most outslanding of all was the

bapti,m of eat old ernardo Sandoval and his
Rafaela. Tell.rs of joy sprang to my eyes as
this quamt old couple stood ready for their
ttun, and, I must confess, l feel like weepin~
before the Lord every time I meclilale on the
momentous occasion-life holds but few Joys so
precious. Only the camera of heaven could regl!ter the picture of Vernatdo"s "Before and
After'"- a face so long, and an cxpreosion so
gtieved ! How long he had wllrited for Rafaela
to give her consent lo get married I Oh haw he
had longed to be baplisedl A hungry desire,
manifested each Lord's Day morning, to be numbered with those seated about the table of the
Lord just seemed lo consume him I And nowTHE GLORIOUS DAY HAD COME! Every time he
visits us he just loves to sit down and tell me
the story over and over again, then, as he
leaves, we say R')Od-bye with a happy word of
prayer and praise.
Words could never express the wonderful joy
this week-end has meant lo me. He has been
pleased to be with us in power and blessin~
but, I feel so unworthy of this privilege; I would
to God that our dear brotner and sister Allan
Smith, who have sacrificed so much and worked
so hard in the establishing of this worl<, could
ha,'e been here to enjoy tl>H fruit of their own
labor. Praise Cod for His unspeakable Gift,
nnd for the privilege to be His ambassador,

-Philip H. Pent Missionary.
YELLOW RIVER FLOOD-WATERS
INCREASE DAY BY DAY

A few days ago, over one thousand new
Hood refugees arrived in T aian. Five hundred of
these helpless people have been turned over to
us lo be cared for. l wish our readers could
I a\/e been here to witness these poor creatures a,
they came in. Some of them had babies in their
arm , and one or two loolr.ed as if they were
dyin!l- One died a few hours later. There was
no time lo look after the poor li1tle creatures, as
the groups had to be divided' up an<l put into
homes.
It took us h,ro or three days to get these people
settled into yards, and get them pot. in which to
cook food, and mats lo sleep on. We could nol
provide be.ls, but just mats spread out on the
floor. Our young men, who are in charge of
these ,efuRees, havt just about completed th~
organizing of them into groups, and a place lot
the sick to be talr.en into.
Little by little we have gleaned a little knowledge of some of their suffering. On tne way
up here fr m !he Rood cfutriet, they were crowded into freight cars, and for- a day and a night
they had eaten nothing. Some of the little babies
had been snatched out of the waters nearly
drowned, and on the way they died. They were
thrown out of the train ea.rs along the road. lo
be eaten by dogs and scavenger birds. Poor
creatures! They had no other way to do. The
day was bot and the car crowded. The living
people had an awful stench about them, and IQ
keep dead children in tlieir midst wou1d make it
worse~
Many of the poor people, especially old women, who were trying to save their earthly possessions, were caught by tfie flood-walers and
drowned before they could be resc~d. Here in
our compounds ate 500 of these helpte.!$ souls.
Just as soon as we get the people a little
more settled, we shat( begin to lutve daily Biblt
study for them. "'1/ e shalf have some of our
young men teach them daily. and tal~ to them.
1n the other refugee camps there Wtll be no
chance for these people lo have tft" spiritual
help. Pray that some of them wilt be saved!
-L. M. An~/in.
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Zion Bible Institute
FOR ITS TWELFTH TERM

"'WoRD AND WoRK

£a3/ Providence, Rliode Island
On November 5th, 1935, Zion Bible Institute
threw open ,ts doors for the twelfth term of
Bible study.
As the doors swung wide lo admit another
throng of consecrated young men and women
who had heard the call of the Master and laid
all aside lo prepare for ministry in the whitened
harvest Ii elds, we found within the borders of
Z .B. I., the largest enrollment in the history of
the Institution. 112 students gathered here, and
many, many more who could not enter this term
because of the lack of accommodations.
The Lord seemed to lead our principal, Sister
Gibson, to have a two weeks campaign with
Evangelist Joseph Terlizzi of Covington, Indiana
to open the school. It was evident from the first
night, when God wonderfully baptized one of the
young women students with the Holy Ghost, that
His seal was upon the new term. The power of
God was so great at times that it was felt in our
midst at every gathering. In the dining hall, the
corridors, the rooms, the auditorium and the
classrooms, in all these places were mighlY
demonstrations of this wonderful latter-rain outpouring. One girl received tbe Baptism in the
afternoon when the power of God fell upon a
little group gathered in the Tabernacle to pray.
Night after night were glorious altar services
which lasted until way into the morning hours
and hearts and lives were immersed in this wonderful power from on high.
We have the addition of two new teachers to
the faculty this year. Brother Shelly, pastor of
the Pentecostal Church in Brockton, Mass.,
brings us a lecture each Thursday morninl! on
the Gospels . Brother Pinkham, a g,raduate
student and pastor of the Assembly in Providence,
is teaching Bible Origin and Church History,
the rest of the F acuity remains the same.
The senior class this year contains 33 members,
the largest class to graduate in the history of
the Institution. The junior class contains 33
members and the first class 46. They come from
the cold snowy lands of Canada and from the
warm sunny South. R epresentatives arc present
from all the Eastern states as well as the Dominion states of Canada and the states of Virginia,
West Virginia, Kentucky, Washington, D. C.,
Maryland and Western New York. We are
proud of this group and covet the readers prayers
for a fruitful year in which many will be deepened, trained, and sent forth lo preach this last
day message to the thousands who are still in
darkness.
The school is run strictly on "'faith lines"
and everything is carried on through prayer and
trust in God to supply every need.
A cordial welcome is extended everyone, and
every Pastor and Gospel worker to visit the
Assembly and Bible School. Pray for us and 1he
work here.

ed lo me and I must
spiritual food for the
lo humanity. I believe
it was preached in the
Baptism of the Holy
from sin. May God

BIBLE SCHOOL OPENS

has just been recommendsay it has a great deal of
soul. It is a real blessing
in the old-time Gospel as
days of Pentecost, and the
Ghost. and in living free
bless you is my prayer."'

-A. E., Calve.ston, Texas.

Hermon, California
Evangelist Rachel Harper Sizelove of 1892
Stanley Ave., Long Beach, California. now over
71 years of age, who first brought the Pente•
costal message from Azusa to Springfield, Mo ., in
June, 1907, and later in 1912 set the Assembly
there in order, has been conducting special meetings at the Full Gospel Mission corner North
Avenue and 56th St., and York BTv'cl., where
Sister Yerke is pastor.
She writes they had a glorious healing service.
A dear brother anointed the sick with oil and
we prayed. Many were slain on the 0oor under
the mighty power of God, refilled and healed
and some came forth speaking in tongues. A

great throng came forward for prayer. She
writes; "'I want to be used to God's glory as I
have never been used before in all my Ii fe, for
my time to work for Him is very short."
DEEDS OF DARING
l3y Archer W a/lace
A bnok of stories about men whose lives tn•
spire and challenge us. In these pages the author
selects those who departed from their own land
of comfort and peace to pioneer along strange
and hazardous froim: H~re is the story of
Livingstones fight with a lion , of Grenfell's
struggle against death on a lloating ice-pan, of
Moffat's encounter with the outlawed savage
"Africaner"-a few of the thrilling cpisod.,.
which make this perhaps the best book Archer
Wallace has written. Price $1.00.
PUTTING THE CHURCH ON A FULL
TIME BASIS
The laboratory method in church administration, a flexible but definitely conceived program
for the pastor who would make his church a
vital force in the community. Price $1.00.
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Elizabeth W. Olney
Miss Elizabeth W. Olney, one of the founders
of The Providence Prayer League, died in the
early part of November. She was 67 years old.
She was known in many parts of the world for
her intercessory prayers. She taught in the public schools of Providence for many years and
later became an executive director of the Rhode
Island Humane Educational Society. She addressed thousands of children in classrooms and
at club, church and Sunday school gatherings.
She organized the Rhode Island branch of the
"'Band of Mercy.'·
Rev. John Wright Follette, who had just
completed a revival at Glad Tidings Assembly,
Everett, Mass .. officiated at the funeral.
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